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Backup and maintenance of your Mac

Sadly, not the MacPals’edition, as we had hoped, because we only heard from one
member on the subject...

Tuesday October 14 meeting, 4.00pm!
Topic — brief BMUG Annual general Meeting, followed by our most
important topic for the year:

We suspect that fewer than a third of our members backup their precious
computer files. Already this year, members have lost everything, including
precious family emails and photographs. Remember, these days no-one has
negatives! If you lose your images off the computer, they are gone for all time.
We would be delighted if you can prove us wrong. Be prepared to describe how
you backup, and to hold up your backup for ‘show and tell’, and we hope you
will enjoy and benfit from the general discussion of the latest and best backup
solutions.
Meeting timetable:
4.00 - 4.20 pm
4.20 - 4.35
4.35 - 5.45
5.45 - 6.00
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Annual general Meeting, including reports and election of
office bearers.
tea/coffee break
Backup and maintenance
Meeting close, tidy-up

We at BMUG regard backup as THE ABSOLUTE most important initiative you
can take to protect yourself against the loss of data. Imagine how you would
feel if suddenly you had no more digital photos, no more iTunes music, no more
important and irreplaceable documents and so on and on. Come along and hear
some “real life” good and bad experiences from other BMUG members, we are
sure that you will take a very strong message away from this meeting.
And don’t forget the great MacBook Pro Raffle. Tickets can be purchased at the
October and November meetings, they cost just $5.00 each ($2.50 of which goes
into BMUG funds). The raffle will be drawn at the AUSOM meeting on December
6. Here’s you chance to win a great new laptop and help with BMUG’s fund
raising efforts.

Tuesday September 9 meeting — Mail
This meeting trialled — we hope very successfully — a new, informal Q and A
approach to discussing email. Discussion was lively and informative, and many
members participated actively. We will be fine-tuning the approach, and hope to
use it again in the future. David is hoping to organise a second microphone for us.
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BMUG free downloads page

Our BMUG website now has a download page making many resources available
to the wider Apple community world-wide, as well as our own members.
You may wish to let your Mac friends know all about it. They don’t have to join
our club to take advantage of it, but if they wish to show their appreciation in a
small way, they could take out a remote membership.

The downloads page includes:
•
•
•
•
•

the monthly BMUG enewsletter, including back copies
BMUG ‘tidy up’ tutorials
BMUG free manuals
BMUG video FAQ tutorials
and a link to AUSOM news

and we are very keen to add more to this page so that it can become our
members’ first port of call whenever they wonder how to go about solving a
particular problem.

Following some questions on the BMUG
forum, a new edition of the BMUG
troubleshooting guide has been prepared,
and it is now available from the downloads
page ...

Link to the BMUG
download page...
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The BMUG forum

is now a vital communication channel enabling the club committee to respond
quickly as issues are raised. It is also strongly supporting our primary role, that of
being a self-help group. We urge you to get involved, particularly in replying to
other member’s questions and responding to their suggestions.
To get involved, take these easy steps. You only have to log in once, from now on, the
forum will remember you and you will be able to write your comment straight off...

Link to the BMUG
forum page...

1.
2.
3.
4.

read the posts which appear in red bold text.
click ‘comments’ under the post to read what other members have said.
At the bottom of the page you are invited to ‘Leave a comment’. Do this by
clicking ‘logged in’ and use your user name and password when asked.
To return to the main forum page, use the back button on your browser.

It’s as easy as ABC! Now, you can have your say. And you only have to log in
once, because if you click ‘remember me’, you won’t have to write in your log in
and password next time you want to comment.

email Marnie...

Marnie is the forum administrator, and she is always ready to help if you have
any difficulty in taking part. Email her, or speak to her directly at a meeting. The
forum will only work if you participate, whether as a regular reader or as regular
contributor.
Before posting any questions, it’s definitely worth checking out the ‘FAQ’ page.
You may find your query has already been answered!

Wanted — MacBook or iMac

with DVD burner, OSX, plenty of HD space for photos and music
Price negotiable up to $500 — contact Prue on 5231 4253
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Belkin N1 Vision
Modem/Router –
a brief review

A modem is a gadget that connects
your computer to the internet.
A router is a device that forwards
digital information from one
computer to another via Ethernet or
Wireless connections.
Mostly these days the two functions
are combined into one piece of
hardware — a modem/router.
The famous Apple Airport Extreme is a router; it cannot connect you to your ISP
unless you plug a separate modem into it.
On the other hand the Belkin N1 Vision Modem/Router (not to be confused with
the similarly named Belkin N1 Vision Router) is a combined unit; hence you
require one less piece of hardware, one less power adapter and probably one less
electrical outlet.
It looks positively sensational so there is no point in shoving it under the desk
and forgetting it. It has an LCD screen that you can switch to show the state of
your connection, the upload and download speed of you ADSL service, the time
of day and several other options.
Wireless connectivity is via the very latest 802.11n standard, or if you wish
to remain with Ethernet this runs at Gigabyte speed. You can connect up to 4
computers using Ethernet or as many as you like via wireless. Setting this device
up is absolute child’s play and from start to finish it should take only a few
minutes.
All in all a thoroughly recommended, and good-looking, piece of hardware.
Don Patrick
And if people are interested, we could do a session at a meeting on setting up a
router. Email us if this would be of interest.

Link to the BMUG
forum page...

email BMUG...
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BMUG Top Tip — working with windows

How do you prefer to work with windows? Here are a few suggestions you may
like to try — you never know, one of them might just turn out to be the simple
solution you have been seeking to deal with the dreaded ‘terminal desktop
muddle’.

big screen side-by side

If you are fortunate enough to have a 24” screen, you can easily set your
workspace up with side-by-side windows.
The screenshot below shows my desktop right now,with the enewsletter open
in In Design, a Safari research window open alongside, and the paragraph style
palette floating over the top. Simply by clicking to right or left, I can make each
window ‘live’, work in it for a time, then revert back to the previous application.

Should I ever need more than two or three windows open at once, I park some
of them in the dock temporarily by clicking on the windows’ yellow ‘send to the
Dock’ button, then bring them back as required.

Note: the great thing about side-by-side windows is the ability to drag
and drop across, for example to attach images from iPhoto to an
email.
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small screen offset

Obviously the side-by-side solution won’t do for a smaller screen, like that on
a laptop, and anyway, that approach may not suit you. So what alternatives are
available? Well Safari will show you one alternative automatically.
Here I have opened 3 new Safari windows, one after the other, and as you see,
Safari has neatly offset each window down and to the right so that the headings
show one above the other — Apple Hot News; AMB C’ote d’Azur; and Welcome
to Colac & Beyond:

To make one, then another live, I simply click on it, and I can still see the
overlapping edges of the windows beneath at all times.
You can set up a similar pattern with any number of windows from any number
of applications, simply by dragging them to the right spot by grabbing the title
bar, then re-sizing them.

Dock application click

Perhaps the simplest solution of all.
Should you have windows from several applications covering each other, clicking
on the preferred application icon in the Dock will bring that window to the top.

Photoshop Elements — a very special (and irritating) case

This otherwise very handy application has one major drawback — it works with
a ‘non-standard’ Apple window that covers the desktop and cannot be re-sized,
so you can never work side-by-side, or drag and drop into an Elements window.
Instead, you have to cut and paste from another window you’ve temporarily
brought to the top, as described above.
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50% discount from Take
Control ebooks for BMUG
members from Adam Engst
I just wanted to let you know that we’re
offering a 50% discount on
all the ebooks in the Take Control
shopping cart through October
14th, 2008, to celebrate our 5th
anniversary. Feel free to pass the
news on to MUG members, friends,
relatives, and colleagues. This link
contains the necessary coupon code:

<http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/catalog.html?14@@!pt=TCMUGTC5&cp=CPN81006TC5>
We started Take Control back in October of 2003, publishing our first
title — Joe Kissell’s “Take Control of Upgrading to Panther” —
simultaneously with Apple’s release of Mac OS X 10.3 Panther. By the
time Tiger rolled around in April of 2005, we were ready with four
ebooks for what’s called in the industry a “day and date” release,
and we repeated that feat with five ebooks for Leopard in October of
2007.
Over that time we’ve published 58 Take Control titles, more free
updates than I have time to count, and a slew of new editions that
we’ve always offered at a discount to owners of previous editions.
Added up, that’s nearly 8,000 pages of text! All 58 books, combined
with the ebook versions of my iPhoto Visual QuickStart Guide and the
Macworld Superguides that we resell, have sold over 155,000 copies.
That may not be Harry Potter territory, but it’s done a bang-up job
of helping us and our authors pay the rent and keep the lights on.
But the real story here is the confidence you, our readers, have
shown in us. Back in 2003, an electronic book that existed only in
PDF format was an oddity at best. While we worked hard to address the
criticisms of PDFs in general, and ebooks in particular, you trusted
us enough to buy those first titles and to come back for more (some
readers have complete collections!). There’s little more terrifying
than starting a business with a product that almost no one has ever
purchased before. The initial success of our first books and your
words of support gave us the incentive to publish more titles and
devote more time and resources to improving Take Control. That has
resulted in some of our most popular titles, like Joe’s “Take Control
of Mac OS X Backups” and Glenn Fleishman’s books on AirPort
networking.
Nevertheless, stay tuned, because we’re always working on new and
updated ebooks, and we have a number of other ideas that we’re trying
to implement, ideas that might change the world of electronic books
as much as Take Control did back in 2003.
cheers... Adam
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Letter to the editor
Dear Editor,
well, l have liked what we have done so far in BMUG, but l would really love
the group to offer courses...... yes for Beginners and Photography and iPod etc.
Pre booked small groups would be great for those of us who need this type of
approach to learning.
I am a very ‘hands on’ person and l remember things when l have actually done
them myself as opposed to watching and taking notes. If we could bring our own
lap tops and sit together l would find that very beneficial. Hand books are good,
but more as a reference to look up and remind about what l have seen or learnt.
Maybe the the group wouldn’t want to do this but l believe this would be a
great advantage to ALL and l really believe that it would bring in heaps of new
members.
No photo is attached as l don’t know how to do it!!!!.... and yes l have been in the
group discussions on this topic). Hands on is what l need
Hope this helps

Kris Heather

Thanks for your terrific letter, Kris, the only reply I got to my request for articles
about our MacPal program.
Let’s see what other members have to say. Remember we are a self-help group,
and if other members are interested in programs like the ones you suggest,
we can get together to offer them. Maybe the best place to start that kind of
discussion is on the Club Forum.
Interest groups along the lines you ask for can only be formed if other members
respond to what you suggest, and are willing to join in. The commitee can
only go so far in terms of reading members’ minds and offering what we think
people need. The more active you the members are, in terms of raising issues at
meetings, or expressing opinions on the Forum, the better!
Steve
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Members WANTED

We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people
are unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? Encourage them to join and take advantage
of the membership benefits listed below. Note: the only member benefit not available
to remote members is access to the club library.

Member benefits:
1— members get FREE website hosting!
2 — members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
3 — ‘Getting started’ manuals
Pay BMUG online...

4 — access to our our growing club library
5 — participation in our club MacPal program
6 — participation in the forum
and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

BMUG announces the appointment of our new Website
Assistant — Prue Paterson

As you know, Prue has been working hard to develop her own personal website,
so Don, our webmaster, was delighted when she volunteered to improve her own
knowledge and skill base by ‘shadowing’ him and working on the BMUG club
website.
Don and Prue have had several productive meetings, and Prue has quickly
become very proficient in managing websites. Working on your own to master
new applications and concepts is never easy, but Prue generously gave some
credit to the club manuals, saying,
“Without the two iWeb manuals, I don’t know how I would have started!”.
It’s just great that Prue has has joined the team, and she will relieve Don as
BMUG Webmaster when he is on holiday or otherwise unavaliable.
Prue’s website is still evolving, and you can visit it at:

http://www.pruepat.id.au/Welcome.html
BMUG really appreciates the work of all our volunteers who help with the day
to day running of the club. Marnie is still looking for a Forum administration
assistant, so give it some thought. Volunteering as a ‘shadow’ is an ideal
opportunity to contribute to the club and simultaneously develop your own
confidence and skill level.
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BMUG manuals

A very special new manual is available now:

Photoshop Elements 6 with your Mac

The Photoshop manual is the most detailed
and complex manual so far, because Photoshop
is quite advanced software.
Building on skills you will have learned in
using iPhoto, it moves on to everyday projects
any photographer might find rewarding.
Photoshop itself is an extremely expensive
package, though some of us might have a bootleg version,
but Photoshop Elements is virtually as powerful and the price is right, too.
And here is the editor’s rash promise, which no-one has yet managed to take
advantage of... Come on readers, we’d love to hear from you!
If any member can point out a major omission or error in a manual, we will not
only correct it immediately , we will give you a revised copy free!
David Dixon, Librarian

email David Dixon
about MacPals...

Are you participating in our MacPal program?

Please join in. We hope that within a few months of receiving help regularly, you
will be ready to share your skills and knowledge with the next generation of
new members. In time, we believe everyone in the club will have made several
MacPals. Sometimes your friends will ring or email you for help, and vice versa.

To participate, either as a MacPal or as a beginner, sign up at the next
meeting, or email David Dixon, who is managing the program this
year.
And if you are a remote member, we can always offer assistance by phone or
email.

BMUG Library

June is setting up a new library borrowing system. Speak to her if you have any
recommendations for the club to buy new books.
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Dick Brown, President
Don Patrick, Vice-Pres.

June Brown
Steve Craddock
David Dixon, Librarian

Des Graham

Marnie Haig-Muir
Graeme May, Treasurer
& Margaret Boyles, Secretary
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